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WEAK CONVERGENCE OF SEMIGROUPS OF ASYMPTOTICALLY
NONEXPANSIVE TYPE ON A BANACH SPACE

RAN Soo KIM AND TAB HWA KIlo(

1. Introduction

Let G be a semitopological semigroup, i.e., G is a semigroup with a
Hausdorff topology such that for each aEG the mappings s-+a· s and
s-+s·a from G to G are continuous. G is called right reversible if any
two closed left ideals of G has non-void intersection. In this case, (G, ~)
is a directed system when the binary relation "~.. on G is defined by

t~s if and only if {s} UGs::) {t} UGt, s, tEG.

Right reversible semitopological semigroups include all commutative sem
igroups and all semitopological semigroups which are right amenable as
normal semigroup (see [5, p. 335J). Left reversibility of G is defined
similarly. G is called reversible if it is both left and right reversible.

In 1976, Kirk [8J introduced any non-Lipschitzian self-mapping which
extends, in a sence, an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping inherited
by Goebel and Kirk [3J; a continuous mapping T : K-+K, K a nonempty
closed subset of a real Banach space X, is said to be of asymptotically
nonexpansive type if for each xEK,

limsup{sup[IIT"x-T"YII-lIx-YIIJ : yEK} :i0......
Now, we introduce a semigroup of non-Lipschitzian self-mappings; let

C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Banach space X with
norm 11 • 11. A family 5'= {T. : sEG} of continuous mappings of C into
C is said to be a right reversible semigroup of asymptotically nonex
Pansive type on C if the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) the index set G is a right reversible semitopological semigroup with
the binary relation "~" defined as above;
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(b) T.,x=T,T,x for all s. lEG and xEC;
(c) for each xEC,

inf sup {sup[IIT,x- T,ylI-lIx-yIIJ : yEC} ~O;, ,2:,
(d) T is continuous with respect to the strong operator topology:

ToX-+T,x for each xEC as s-+l in G.

Left reversible semigroup of asymptotically nonexpansive type is defined
similarly. ff = {T, : sEG} is reversible if it is both left and right
reversible. For semigroups of another non-Lipschitzian self-mappings,
see DJ, [6J. [7J etc.

For each xEC, ff (x) = {T.x : sEG}' is call~d the ~rbit of x under ff
and a point zEC such that ff(z) = {z} is called a common :fixed Point
of ~( We denote by F(ff) the set of common fixed points of ff and by
w",(x) the set of weak subnet limits of the net {ToX : sEG}. We set
E(x) = {yEC : limllT.x-YII exists}.

,Ea

It is the purpose of this paper that some of the weak convergence of
semigroups of nonexpansive mappings carries over to the larger class,of
mappings defined above.

2. Opial's condition and weak convergence

Unless other specified, let G, X, C, ff = {T, : sEG} be as before. When
{x..} is a net in X, then x ..-+x(resp. x ..->.x) will denote norm (resp.
weak) convergence of the net {x..} to x.

We begin with the following result.

LEMMA 2.1. For each xEC. F(ff)CE(x).

Proof. Let yEF(ff) and r=infIlT.x-YII. Given e>O, there is soEG
.Ea

such that IIT••x-yll<r+ ~. Since ff is of asymptotically ,nonexpansive

type, there also exists toEG such that

11 TtT••x - yll :s;; 11 T••x - yll + ~, for all {~to.

Let b~ao=toso. Since G is right reversible, we may assume bEGao. Let
{s~} be a net in G such that s..ao-+b. Then, for each a,
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Hence, IITbx-ylI~IIT'ox-ylI+ ~. So, we have

in£ supIlTtx-ylI~supIITbx-ylI
• t"'" b"""o

~IIT••x-yll+ ~ <r+e.

Since e is arbitrary, we have

inf supIlTtx-yll~r=in£IIT.x-yll.• t"". .eG

Therefore, limllT,x-YII exists and so yEE(x) .
•

Recall that a Banach space X satisfies Opial's condition if, for {x..} C

X, xEX, X ..-"X,

(*) limsuPllx.. -,xIl<limsuPllx.. -YII, y(::t,x)EX.. ..
(see [11, Lemma IJ and [9, Lemma 2. 1]). For more details, see also
[4J, [10J.

LEMMA 2,2. Let X satisfy Opial's condition and ,xEC. If cfJ::tw",(,x)C
E(x) , then the orbit 5" (x) = {T,x : sEG} converges weakly.

Proof. Since w",(x) ::tcfJ, it suffices to show that W.,(x) is a singleton.
To this end, let y1, Y2Ew", (x) and y(:j::'Y2. Then there exist subnets
{T••x}, {T.px} of the net {T,x: sEG} such that T ••X->-Yl and T.pX-"Y2'
respectively. Since Yl, y2E E (x) , there also exist dl, d2~0 for which

d1=limllT,.x-YllI, d2=limllT,x-Y211.
• •

Then, Opial's condition (*) implieS that

d1=limIlT••x-YllI<limIlT••x-Y211=d2.. ..

which gives a contradiction. This completes the proof.

By using Lemma 2. 1 and Lemma 2. 2, we now obtain the following
weak convergence of {T,x: sEG}.

THEOREM 3. 3. Let X be uniformly convex and satisfy Opial's condition
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and xEC. Then, the orbit {T.x: sEG} converges weakly to an element
of F(~) if and only if F(~) *ifI and Tt.x- T.x--"O for all tEG.

Proof. We need only prove the "if" part. Since F(~) *ifI, by Lemma
2. 1., {T.x: sEG} is bounded; hence w.(x) *ifI. By Lemma 2. 1 and
Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that w.. (x)CF(5"). To this end, let
yEw..(x); hence there is a subnet {T.ax} of the net {T.x: sEG} . for
which T ••x->-y. Since Tt.x- T .x----"-O for all tEG, we have Tt••x----"-y for
all tEG. Suppose that y$.F(~) and set

rt=limsuPII Tt.ax-YII ...
With a proof as in Lemma 2. 1, we can see that r=inf r.=limsup r •.

• •
Since y$.F(~), r>0 easily follows.

For any fixed 7J>O, choose e>O so small that

where;) is the modulus of convexity of the norm. For the e>O, there is

soEG such that r.o<r+ ;. Since ~ is of asymptotically nonexpansive

type, there exists toEG such that

11 TtT.o'ax - Ttyll ~ 11 T.O'ax - yll + ;,

for all f~to and each lZ. Then we have

and also

limsupll T ,•oT.ax-YII<r+e,..
for all f;::'to. Since y$.F(~), we choose a b~to with T.y:f:.y. Then,
there is s..oEG such that

IIT••oT ••x- Tbyll, 11 T iso T.ax-YII<r+e,

for all s..~s"o. By uniform convexity of X. we have
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11 T bsoTs.x- (Tby+y) /211 ~ (r+e) [l-o(IITby-ylI/ (r+e)J
<r

for all S(Jl~S(Jlo' Thus, Opial's condition (*) implies that

rbso<limsupllTbso T ••x- (Tby+y) /211
(Jl

~supIlTb.o Ts.x- (Tby+y)/211<r.
• 2:.. "

This contradicts r=inf r•. Hence the proof is complete.
•

Similarly, using Lemma 2. 1 and Lemma 2. 2, we get

THEOREM 2. 4. Let X be reflexive and satisfy Opial's condition and
xEC. If E(x)=I=r/J and T,x- Ttsx-O for all tEG, then the orbit {T.x :
sEG} converges weakly to an element of F(5').

Proof. Since E(x) =l=r/J, the orbit 5' (x) = {T,x : sEG} is bounded. By
reflexivity of X, w.. (x) =l=r/J. By Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, it suffices
to show that w.. (x)CF(5'). Let yEw.. (x) ; hence there is a subnet
{Ts.x} of the net {T.x: sEG} such that T ••x---'"y. Given e>O, since ff
is of asymptotically nonexpansive type, there is toEG such that

11 TtT ••x - Ttyll ~ 11 T ••x-yll +e,

for all t~to and each a. For fixed t~tc, we have

11 T ••x- Ttyll ~ 11 T ••x- Tt••xll +11 Tt T ••x- Ttyll
~ 11 T ••x- Tb.xll +11 T ••x-yll +e,

for each a. Thus,

limsuPII T ••x- Ttyll ~ limsupll T ••x-yll +e.
(Jl ..

Since e is arbitrary, Opial's condition (*) implies that Tty=y, for all
t~to. So, we have yEF(5'). This completes the proof.

When T is a nonexpansive mapping of C into C and ff = {T" : nEN},
this problem is equivalent to that of weak convergence of the sequence
{Tnx : nEN} to a fixed point of T considered by Opial in [l1J and
Pazy in [12]. For right reversible semigroups of nonexpansive
mappings on a Hilbert space, see Theorem 2.3 due to Lau [9J. If X is
uniformly convex and ff = {T. : sEG} is left reversible, and if there is
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a point xEC such that its orbit ~ (x) = {T,x : sEG} IS bounded, then
by the slight modification of Theorem 1 of [7], the asymptotic center
c(x) of the orbit ~ (x) with respect to C is in fact a common fixed
point of ~. Taking G=N in Theorem 2.3, we improve Emmanuele's
result [2, Theorem 2J.

CoROLLARY 2. 5. Let X be uniformly convex and satisfy Opial's condition
If T: C-C is a mapping of asymptotically nonexpansive type, and if
there is a point xEC such that {Tnx : nEN} is bounded, then Tn+l x 
Tnx-"O implies that {Tnx } converges weakly to the asymptotic center c(x)
of {Tnx : nEN} with respect to C.
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